[Adjuvant properties of subalin, a recombinant interferon-producing probiotic].
The adjuvant properties of subalin, a recombinant probiotic prepared from live bacteria Bacillus subtilis producing human alpha 2-interferon were studied in the scheme of its use with vaccines against parvovirus enteritis and distemper. Subalin was shown to be capable of preventing immunosuppression caused by the injection of vaccines, accelerating the formation of the antigen-specific clone of memory cells and enhancing antigen-specific immune response. The mechanisms of the adjuvant effect of subalin were considered; this effect was shown to be due to the action of interferon excreted by bacteria of B. subtilis into the lumen of the intestine. The advantages of this method of interferon supply and the prospects of using subalin preparation as adjuvant are discussed.